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Abstract 
Background: The goal is to determine the incidence of symptomatic ga-
strointestinal (GI) injuries in acute coronary syndrome (ACS) patients re-
ceiving double antiplatelet therapy (DAPT). The risk factors for serious GI 
complications are also evaluated. Methods: 603 eligible patients from the 
Department of Cardiology at Zhongda Hospital between January 2014 and 
August 2015 were enrolled and the occurrence of GI injuries within one year 
assessed. The risk factors for serious GI complications were identified using 
cox regression analysis. Results: After one-year follow-up, 108 (17.9%) out of 
603 patients developed symptomatic GI injuries: 22 (3.65%) with serious GI 
complications and 86 (14.2%) with GI symptoms. Drinking habit (95% CI: 
1.512 - 8.796; P = 0.004) and previous peptic injury (95% CI: 2.307 - 18.080; P 
= 0.001) are independent predictors of serious GI complications, while pro-
ton pump inhibitor (PPI) was protective (95% CI: 0.120 - 0.699; P = 0.006) 
per cox regression analysis. Additionally, GI injuries of both serious GI com-
plications and GI symptoms peaked in the first three months. Conclusions: 
Symptomatic GI injuries were relatively common in ACS patients with 
DAPT, especially in the first three months. Previous peptic injury and drink-
ing habit were significant independent risk factors for serious GI complica-
tions, while PPI played a protective role in ACS with DAPT. 
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1. Introduction 

Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is a clinical syndrome comprised of ST seg-
ment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), non-ST segment elevation myo-
cardial infarction (NSTEMI), and unstable angina (UA). It is characterized by 
ruptured coronary plaque, platelet activation and aggregation, ischemic stress, 
and/or myocardial injury [1] [2]. Several decades of investigation and discovery 
regarding the pathophysiology of plaque rupture and thrombus formation and 
the clinical benefits of inhibiting platelet activation and aggregation [3] [4] [5] 
[6] have led to double antiplatelet therapy (clopidogrel combined with low-dose 
aspirin, DAPT) as a standard antiplatelet therapy [7] [8]. 

However, long-time treatment with aspirin and/or clopidogrel has an adverse 
effect on peptic, ranging from ulcers to hemorrhage and perforation. One study 
has shown that aspirin alone increases the risk of upper GI bleeding (UGIB) by 
1.55 times, and combined with clopidogrel by 1.86 times [9]. Additionally, 
ACS—a critical condition—is associated with stress-related mucosal injury that 
increases the risk of GI injury, and complications such as heart failure and arr-
hythmia can cause insufficient blood circulation to the digestive system and 
constriction of the mesenteric artery, also leading to GI injuries [10]. Among 
which, symptomatic GI injury would reduce the patient’s compliance with anti-
platelet drugs, thereby increasing the risk of cardiovascular events. As such, it is 
essential to assess the incidence and identify risk factors in order to develop 
strategies that reduce symptomatic GI injury for ACS patients receiving DAPT. 

Currently, only a few studies have reported on the incidence of GI bleeding in 
patients with DAPT [11] [12]. Further, these studies focused on GI bleeding, es-
pecially UGIB, which is only one possible outcome of GI injury. It is important 
to evaluate the impact of DAPT on various types of GI injury including serious 
GI complications and GI symptoms over a long period. In this study, we aim to 
assess the occurrence of more types of GI injury at 12-month follow-up. Addi-
tionally, we identify the risk factors for serious GI complications in ACS patients 
who received DAPT, which always lead to discontinuation of antiplatelet drugs. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Study Population 

The study protocol was approved by the Independent Ethics Committee of 
Zhongda Hospital, Southeast University, Jiangsu Province, China, and was con-
ducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. Patients 
diagnosed as ACS (STEMI, NSTEMI, UA) who received DAPT (aspirin 100 mg 
daily and clopidogrel 75 mg daily after loading dose) were recruited from the 
Department of Cardiology at Zhongda Hospital from January 2014 to August 
2015. Further inclusion criteria were platelet counts of 100 - 300 × 109/l and he-
moglobin ≥ 10 g/dl, and age ≥ 18 years. Patients were excluded if in the past 
month they received double therapy or PPI or had uncomfortable peptic symp-
tom before screening; had severe hemorrhagic diseases, including cerebral he-
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morrhage and severe trauma; had other serious organ diseases, including malig-
nancies, serious liver and kidney failure, or respiratory failure; or received glu-
cocorticoid. 

2.2. Procedure 

The flow chart is shown in Figure 1. According to inclusion criteria, a total of 
645 ACS patients who received DAPT were screened. Of these candidates, 12 pa-
tients experienced other serious diseases in organs (including malignancies, se-
vere liver failure, and respiratory failure) and 30 had incomplete data or were 
lost to follow-up during the study period. Ultimately, 603 eligible patients were 
enrolled. During the hospital, demographics characteristic of patients was col-
lected by a case report form (CRF). When discharged, notices were given to the 
patients to remind them to inform the doctor if GI symptoms happen. GI 
symptoms include dyspepsia, diarrhea, abdominal pains, heartburn, acid regur-
gitation, sucking sensations in the epigastrium, nausea and vomiting, abdominal 
distension, eructation, which were listed on the notice. In addition, telephone 
follow-up was also conducted every month to reduce the impact of poor com-
pliance. GI examinations such as endoscopy, colonoscopy, ultrasonography were 
carried out in all patients who suffered uncomfortable GI symptoms in time. The 
GI events and use of antiplatelet drugs were followed up after discharge for one 
year. Finally, the results of diagnosis, occurrence time came from phone inter-
view, outpatient clinic record review, and readmission records review, were 
added in the CRF. 

2.3. Clinical Outcomes 

The endpoint was the occurrence of symptomatic GI injury in the patients with  
 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of patient disposition and follow-up. 
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ACS receiving DAPT, including serious GI complications and GI symptoms ac-
cording to Brown’s classification [1]. Serious GI complications [13], are defined 
based on the diagnosis as upper GI bleeding, perforation, ulcers, pyloric obstruc-
tion and even related death. GI symptoms is defined as a damage discovered 
when patients complained dyspepsia, diarrhea, abdominal pains, heartburn, acid 
regurgitation, sucking sensations in the epigastrium, nausea and vomiting, ab-
dominal distension, eructation, however, these patients were did not diagnosed 
as serious GI complications. 

Additionally, Asymptomatic GI injury was not considered in this study due to 
patients did not experience any peptic symptoms. 

2.4. Data Collection 

Patient data were collected through CRF, which was approved in advance by the 
Independent Ethics Committee. The collected information included patient 
gender and age, smoking and drinking habits, and past history and medications. 
Conditions noted in the CRF included hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, 
stroke, and renal insufficiency. Medications recorded and monitored during 
hospitalization included antiplatelet agents and combined medication such as 
gastroprotective agents (proton pump inhibitor [PPI]), anticoagulant agents 
(heparin sodium, dabigatran, warfarin sodium), the antiplatelet agent ticagrelor, 
vasodilator drugs (β-blocker, calcium channel blocker [CCB], angiotensin con-
verting enzyme inhibitors [ACEI], angiotensin receptor blocker [ARB], diuret-
ics), antidiabetics, the cardiotonic drug digoxin, and the antiarrhythmic drug 
amiodaron. 

During follow-up, GI injury from hospital readmission records provided by 
the referring physician or the outpatient clinic, and reported by the patient in 
the phone interview, were included in the computer database. 

2.5. Statistical Analysis 

Continuous variables were expressed as frequency and percentages, while quan-
titative data was expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Because the sample 
size is 603 that it can be regard as a normal distribution. Differences in gender, 
risk factors, concomitant medications, and clinical outcomes between serious GI 
complications and non-serious GI complications groups were evaluated using 
chi-squared tests, while Student’s t-test was used to assess differences for conti-
nuous variables. Cox regression analysis was used to assess the risk factors of se-
rious GI complications, expressed as a hazard ratio (HR) with a 95% confidence 
interval (CI). Statistical analysis of all data was performed by IBM SPSS Statistics 
22.0 software. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

3. Result 
3.1. Characteristics of the Study Population 

603 eligible patients were enrolled, with age (65.75 ± 11.02) [male: 338 (56.1%) 
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with age 70.67 ± 8.62, female: 265 (43.9%) with age 65.03 ± 11.90]. In these pa-
tients (see Table 1), 148 (24.5%) patients were smokers, and 62 (10.3%) con-
sumed alcohol. Regarding past history, 403 (66.8%) had hypertension, 120 
(19.9%) had diabetes, 119 (19.7%) had experienced a stroke, 64 (10.6%) had GI 
injury, 59 (9.8%) had hyperlipidemia, and 7 (1.2%) had renal insufficiency. For 
the concomitant medication, 421 (69.8%) β-blocker, 404 (67.0%) received PPI at 
the hospital, 265 (43.9%) CCB, 250 (41.5%) heparin sodium, 197 (32.7%) ARB, 
110 (18.2%) ACEI, 82 (13.6%) diuretics, 71 (11.8%) antidiabetics, 33 (5.5%) ti-
cagrelor, 21 (3.5%) warfarin, 14 (2.3%) digoxin, 14 (2.3%) amiodarone and 6 
(1.0%) dabigatran. 
 
Table 1. Demographics characteristic of whole study cohort. 

Parameter Total (N = 603) 

Gender, n (% male) 338 (56.1%) 

Age, year 65.75 ± 11.02 

Smoking, n (%) 148 (24.5%) 

Drinking, n (%) 62 (10.3%) 

Past history:  

Hypertension, n (%) 403 (66.8%) 

Diabetes, n (%) 120 (19.9%) 

Hyperlipidemia, n (%) 59 (9.8%) 

Stroke, n (%) 119 (19.7%) 

Renal insufficiency, n (%) 7 (1.2%) 

Peptic injury, n (%) 64 (10.6%) 

Combined medication:  

PPI (%) 404 (67.0%) 

Heparin sodium, n (%) 250 (41.5%) 

Dabigatran, n (%) 6 (1.0%) 

Warfarin, n (%) 21 (3.5%) 

Ticagrelor, n (%) 33 (5.5%) 

β-blocker, n (%) 421 (69.8%) 

CCB, n (%) 265 (43.9%) 

ACEI, n (%) 110 (18.2%) 

ARB, n (%) 197 (32.7%) 

Diuretics, n (%) 82 (13.6%) 

Antidiabetics, n (%) 71 (11.8%) 

Digoxin, n (%) 14 (2.3%) 

Amiodarone, n (%) 14 (2.3%) 

PPI: proton pump inhibitor; CCB: calcium channel blocker; ACEI: angiotensin converting enzyme inhibi-
tors; ARB: angiotensin receptor blocker. 
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3.2. Incidence of Serious GI Complications and GI Symptoms 

After one year’s follow-up, the total incidence of symptomatic GI injury was 
17.9%: 3.65% of serious GI complications, and 14.26% of GI symptoms. In order 
to identify the high-frequency periods of GI injury, the incidences during four 
periods were calculated (Table 2). The incidences of serious GI complications 
during 0 - 1, 1 - 3, 3 - 6, and 6 - 12 months were 0.17%, 2.82%, 0.17%, and 0.50% 
respectively. A similar trend was evident for GI symptoms, at 3.15%, 6.96%, 
1.99%, and 2.16%. All symptomatic GI injuries in total were 3.32%, 9.78%, 
2.16%, and 2.66%. 

3.3. Cox Regression Analysis of Serious GI Complications 

In this study, we focused on the risk factors of serious GI complications, which 
cause more serious consequences. After one year of follow-up, a total of 22 
(3.65%) out of 603 patients developed serious GI complications, and another 581 
(96.35%) had not (Table 3). Comparing two groups, the proportion of smoking 
[45.4% vs. 23.8% (serious vs. non-serious), P = 0.020] and drinking (22.7% vs. 
9.8%, P = 0.049) in patients with serious GI complications was significantly 
higher. The serious GI complications group also had a higher rate of previous 
peptic injury (27.3% vs. 10.0%, P = 0.026), and less frequent use of PPI (45.5% 
vs. 67.8%, P = 0.029) after DAPT. There were no significant differences between 
the two groups with regard to gender or age, or history of hypertension, di-
abetes, hyperlipidemia, stroke, renal insufficiency, or concomitant drugs. 

To further analyze the risk factors of serious GI complications, a cox multiva-
riate regression analysis was used with forward conditional Wald variant (Table 
4). The risks factors of age (>75 years), smoking, drinking, previous peptic in-
jury, and use of PPI were enrolled into the cox regression model. Cox multiva-
riate regression analysis shows that the risk factors of drinking (HR = 3.647; 95% 
CI [1.512, 8.796]; P = 0.004) and previous peptic injury (HR = 6.458; 95% CI 
[2.307, 18.080]; P = 0.001) were independent risk factors for serious GI compli-
cations in patients with ACS receiving DAPT, while use of PPIs (HR = 0.290; 
95% CI [0.12, 0.699]; P = 0.006) was a protective factor in these patients. Of 
these influence factors, previous peptic injury was the most important risk fac-
tor, and the probability of serious GI complications was 6.458 times of that in 
patients who without. The total incidence of serious GI complications at 
one-year follow-up is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Table 2. Incidences of serious GI complications and GI symptoms during certain periods. 

periods 0 - 1 month 1 - 3 month 3 - 6 month 6 - 12 month Total 

serious GI complications 0.166% 2.82% 0.166% 0.498% 3.65% 

GI symptoms 3.15% 6.96% 1.99% 2.16% 14.26% 

symptomatic GI injury 3.32% 9.78% 2.16% 2.66% 17.9% 

GI: gastrointestinal. 
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Table 3. Demographic characteristics of patients between serious GI complications and 
non-serious GI complications group. 

Parameters serious (N = 22) non-serious (N = 581) P value 

Gender, n (% male) 15 (68.2%) 323 (55.6%) 0.243 

Age, year 70.09 ± 8.59 65.59 ± 11.08 0.060 

Smoking, n (%) 10 (45.4%) 138 (23.8%) 0.020 

Drinking, n (%) 5 (22.7%) 57 (9.8%) 0.049 

Past history:    

Hypertension, n (%) 14 (63.6%) 389 (67.0%) 0.746 

Diabetes, n (%) 8 (36.4%) 112 (19.3%) 0.089 

Hyperlipidemia, n (%) 1 (4.5%) 58 (10.0%) 0.633 

Stroke, n (%) 3 (13.6%) 116 (20.0%) 0.646 

Renal insufficiency, n (%) 0 (0%) 7 (1.2%) 1.000 

Peptic injury, n (%) 6 (27.3%) 58 (10.0%) 0.026 

Combined medication:    

PPI (%) 10 (45.5%) 394 (67.8%) 0.029 

Heparin sodium, n (%) 13 (59.1%) 237 (40.8%) 0.087 

Dabigatran, n (%) 0 (0%) 6 (1.0%) 1.000 

Warfarin, n (%) 0 (0%) 21 (3.6%) 1.000 

Ticagrelor, n (%) 2 (9.1%) 31 (5.3%) 0.777 

β-blocker, n (%) 14 (63.6%) 407 (70.1%) 0.520 

CCB, n (%) 11 (50.0%) 254 (43.7%) 0.560 

ACEI, n (%) 4 (18.2%) 106 (18.2%) 1.000 

ARB, n (%) 7 (31.8%) 190 (32.7%) 0.931 

Diuretics, n (%) 2 (9.1%) 80 (13.8%) 0.755 

Antidiabetics, n (%) 5 (22.7%) 66 (11.4%) 0.198 

Digoxin, n (%) 0 (0%) 14 (2.4%) 1.000 

Amiodarone, n (%) 0 (0%) 14 (2.4%) 1.000 

PPI: proton pump inhibitor; CCB: calcium channel blocker; ACEI: angiotensin converting enzyme inhibi-
tors; ARB: angiotensin receptor blocker. 

 
Table 4. Independent predictors of serious GI complications in one year. 

Risk factors Hazard ratio 
95.0% CI 

P value 
Lower Upper 

Drinking habit 3.647 1.512 8.796 0.004 

Previous peptic injury 6.458 2.307 18.08 0.001 

Using PPIs 0.29 0.12 0.699 0.006 

PPIs: proton pump inhibitors. 
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Figure 2. The risk curve of serious GI complications. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we found that the incidence of total symptomatic GI injury within 
one-year follow-up was 17.9%, including 3.65% of serious GI complications and 
14.2% of GI symptoms. This suggests that symptomatic GI injury is relatively 
common in ACS patients with DAPT. Meanwhile, the incidences of both serious 
GI complications and GI symptoms increased in the first three months after 
DAPT. Additionally, we found that previous peptic injury and drinking habit 
were independent risk factors for serious GI complications, while the use of PPIs 
was a protective factor in these patients. 

Several studies describe the incidence of GI injury in patients taking DAPT. 
The incidence of GI bleeding was 2.7% during the DAPT therapy or within 7 
days of stopping enoxaparin in NG’s study [11]. In another study, 1.2% of pa-
tients developed UGIB in the 30 days following PCI [12]. In our study, the oc-
currence of serious GI complications was 3.65%, which is higher than in the 
other studies [9] [11] [12]. One reason for this is that serious GI complications 
in our study included GI ulcers, bleeding, perforation, etc. And another is that 
we conducted a one-year follow-up, which is much longer than the 7 or 30 days 
in these two studies. 

An important attribute of our study is the analysis of the occurrence of symp-
tomatic GI injury in ACS patients with DAPT. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first report on the incidence of symptomatic GI injury in ACS patients 
who received DAPT after one year’s follow-up. It is important to pay attention 
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to symptomatic GI injury in ACS patients because it is a common reason for dis-
continuation of antiplatelet treatments [14]. A recent study [15] described that 
one-third of patients had discontinued at least one of their prescribed treatments 
in three months after acute coronary syndrome, low dose aspirin accounting for 
6.7% of all discontinuation. Poor aspirin compliance might be critical in high-risk 
vascular patients or stented patients treated with DAPT, especially when clopido-
grel is discontinued leaving patients without any effective antiplatelet therapy and 
exposed to acute complications like stent thrombosis [16] [17] [18]. Our study 
shows that symptomatic GI injury is present in one-sixth of ACS patients, which 
suggests that physicians should pay attention to these patients to improve symp-
toms and prevent inadequate interruption in high-risk vascular patients. 

The findings are therefore that the proportion of both serious GI complica-
tions and GI symptoms increased most rapidly in the first three months, sug-
gesting that the first three months have the highest risk of symptomatic GI in-
jury. This phenomenon has been explained as a consequence of gastric adapta-
tion to DAPT [19] or a fall in the proportion of susceptible individuals due to 
treatment withdrawal following GI intolerance, peptic complication, or other 
adverse effects [20] in later follow-up. Regardless, this result indicates that the 
first three months after DAPT is the higher-risk period, which necessitates in-
tervention and review. 

Our study showed that previous peptic injury and drinking habit increased 
patients’ risk of serious GI complications. Previous peptic injury is an indepen-
dent risk factor, which is consistent with relevant studies [21] [22]. In our study, 
HR for the factor of previous peptic injury was 6.458, indicating a higher risk; 
other research reported HR of 3.270 and 4.155 [23] [24]. It can be explained that 
previous studies focused on simple GI bleeding, while the end points of ulcer, 
pyloric obstruction, perforation, and death are included in ours, which led to a 
higher incidence in our study. Additionally, types of previous GI disease were 
different, offering limited comparability. However, the conclusion can still be 
drawn that previous peptic injury was the highest risk factor of serious GI com-
plications in ACS patients receiving DAPT. This might be because previous pep-
tic injury can weaken the defenses of the digestive tract, resulting in more sensi-
tivity to antiplatelet drugs and stressful injury of ACS disease. Drinking habit 
was another risk factor in our study, and the relationship between drinking and 
UGIB has been previous demonstrated [25] [26], although some other studies 
[24] [27] have indicated that drinking might not increase the risk of GI bleeding. 
The diversity observed between our study and previous studies could be due to 
different patient populations, different factors included, different end points, 
and varying follow-up periods. 

In several studies, advanced age was also an independent risk factor for GI 
bleeding in PCI patients [24] [28]. However, in other studies and ours, age was 
not the primary risk factors of serious GI complications for ACS with DAPT 
[21] [22]. This might be because the mean age of patients in these studies was 
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younger; the tolerance for GI illness in younger patients is often better [19] [20]. 
Additionally, the mean of age in our study was about 65 years, indicating the re-
sult in our study is essentially the same as another study [20] which reported 
that age of >65 years, and especially >70, had only moderate risk. 

Regarding the protective factor, our study suggests that using PPIs is a protec-
tive factor for serious GI complications in ACS patients with DAPT. Cox regres-
sion analysis adjusting for age, drinking and smoking, and previous peptic injury 
finds that PPI treatment is an effective prevention against serious GI complica-
tions. The result is consistent with several studies [11] [23], which found that 
co-prescription with PPI can significantly reduce the risk of GI bleeding. It 
might because that PPI inhibits gastric acid secretion and thus reduces the PH 
value of the stomach to prevent mucosal damage and bleeding and other com-
plications induced by DAPT [29]. Therefore, in patients with moderate risk, 
physicians should consider individualized risk assessment when prescribing 
drugs or performing procedures that might increase the risk of GI injury, and 
take necessary measures to reduce modifiable risk factors such as lifestyle coun-
seling or using PPIs in the first three months after DAPT. 

The strength of this study is that it was a large hospital-based prospective sur-
vey, with a high rate of response. The data comes from real world, serves prac-
tical purpose to guide clinical application. Some limitations of our research 
should be considered. First this study didn’t provide information about the pre-
valence of GI injury in ACS patients who did not use DAPT as a contrast. 
Second, other factors reported by previous surveys may influence the GI injury 
[30] [31], such as H. pylori infection. However, we didn’t evaluate H. pylori in-
fection due to limited funds and H. pylori was not routinely tested for by cardi-
ologists in our hospital. Third, our study did not investigate how symptomatic 
GI injury affects patients’ compliance to DAPT and cardiovascular events. 
Therefore, A randomized controlled and multicenter study with a larger cohort 
of patients is needed in the future so that the risk factors and protective factors 
can be defined more precisely. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, Symptomatic GI injuries are relatively common in ACS patients 
with DAPT in one year, with the incidence of total GI injury at 17.9%, including 
3.65% of serious GI complications and 14.2% of GI symptoms，all peaking in the 
first three months. Besides, previous peptic injury and drinking habit were in-
dependent risk factors for serious GI complications, while use of PPIs was a 
protective factor in these patients. Those mean that PPI can be used for ACS pa-
tients with DAPT to prevent GI injury in the first three months in clinical, espe-
cially for people who lives with high risk. 
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List of Abbreviations 

GI: gastrointestinal 
ACS: acute coronary syndrome 
DAPT: double antiplatelet therapy 
PPI: proton pump inhibitor 
STEMI: ST segment elevation myocardial infarction 
NSTEMI: non-ST segment elevation myocardial infarction 
UA: unstable angina 
CRF: case report form 
UGIB: upper GI bleeding 
CCB: calcium channel blocker 
ACEI: angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors 
ARB: angiotensin receptor blocker 
HR: hazard ratio 
95% CI: confidence interval. 
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CRF 
Inclusion criteria: 
Age ≥ 18            Y  N 
Platelet count: 100 ~ 350 × 109/L      Y  N 
Hemoglobin ≥ 10 g/dl         Y  N 
Diagnosed as ACS          Y  N 
Receiving dual antiplatelet therapy     Y  N 
Did not take proton pump inhibitor     Y  N 
Exclusion criteria: 
Severe bleeding disease within 1 month     Y  N  
Combined with other serious organ diseases    Y  N        
Used glucocorticoids within 1 month     Y  N        

Basic information 
Name: Gender: male female  Date of birth:   Hospital number: 
Native place:  Race:    Working place:   Telephone: 
Height: (cm) Weigh: (kg)   BMI: (kg/m2) 
Admission time:       Discharge time:  

Past medical history 
Bad hobby 
Smoke(Y, N),    cigarettes /day    Drink(Y, N), ml/day 
Allergy history: 
Drug allergy history      Y     Drug name:    N 
Past medication history:     N       Y  
Drug name:        Dosage      Duration                     
History of other common disease: 
Hypertension           Y  N 
Diabetes             Y  N 
Heart failure           Y  N 
Cerebrovascular event         Y  N 
Head injury           Y  N 
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease     Y  N 
Chronic renal insufficiency        Y  N 
Gastrointestinal Diseases         Y  N 
Hyperthyroidism           Y  N 
Hematopathy           Y  N 
Organ transplant          Y  N 
Receiving glucocorticoid        Y  N 
Receiving immunosuppressive therapy    Y  N  
Family history: 
Hypertension          Y  N 
Diabetes            Y  N 
Coronary disease         Y  N 
Other diseases         Y  N       
Clinical efficacy Occurrence time Treatment 
Clinical efficacy 
evaluation index 

cardiovascular death    N Y   
Acute and subacute stent thrombosis N Y   
Relapse ACS     N Y   

Gastrointestinal injury Occurrence time Duration Treatment 
Gastrointestinal 
symptoms 

Nausea      N Y    
Vomit      N Y    
Abdominal pain    N Y    
Diarrhea      N Y    
Haematemesis     N Y    
Melena       N Y    

Diagnosis Gastrointestinal mucosal erosion  N Y    
Gastrointestinal ulcer    N Y    
Gastrointestinal bleeding   N Y    

Adverse reactions:         N Y    
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